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0. INTRODUCTION 
LET Vm,k denote the Stiefel manifold of orthonormal k-frames in R”. In his classic paper [l], 
Adams completed the proof that the fibration V,,,- l,k- 1 + Vm,k+Sm-l has a cross-section 
if and only if m E 0 (mod 20fk)), where o(k) is the number of integers s satisfying 0 <s < k and 
s E 0, 1,2, or 4 (mod 8). The question remains however as to whether there is a homotopy 
equivalence Vm.k z V,_,,,_, x Sm-’ in those cases where a cross-section exists. James ([3], 
Theorem 1.12) has shown that such a decomposition cannot exist unless either m E 0 
(mod 2’) or k-m + 2 - 0 (mod 2’) where t is the least integer such that 2’ > k. Under the 
conceivably stronger hypothesis that the fibration is trivial in the fibre homotopy sense, 
James ([3], Theorem 1.1) shows that m=21 for some r>a(k). The case k=3 is of special 
interest since James ([3], Theorem 1.13) has shown that if V,,,3 z V,,_,,, x Sm-’ then the 
Whitehead product [lm- 1, I, _ 1] E n2,,, _ 3 (S 1- ‘) is divisible by 2, and this is well known to 
imply the existence of an element of Arf invariant 1 in z:_~. Thus, such a product 
decomposition cannot exist unless m=2’ for some t. The purpose of this paper is to show 
that such a product decomposition does not exist for t>4. 
COROLLARY 3.4. V,,,3 does not admit a non-trivial product decomposition up to homotopy 
for m#4, 8, or 16. 
The proof consists of showing that such a product decomposition implies more than the 
existence of an element of Arf invariant 1 in n”,_ ,--it implies the existence of an element 8 of 
Arf invariant 1 in z;__~ having the property that ~0 is divisible by 2, where q is the non- 
trivial element in the stable l-stem. But such a 8 is known not to exist unless m=2, 4, 8, 
or 16. (See [2].) 
It is easy to see that there are homotopy equivalences-indeed homeomorphisms- 
V =VX2xS3 and Vs3= V, 2 x S’. The case of V16, 3 
faii3here since the element 0 0; Arf invariant 1 in 
is left unsettled. Our methods 
z Sq does have the property that 18 is 
divisible by 2. (++=O in this case.) It seems reasonable to conjecture that V,,,, is also 
indecomposable. 
The question of whether Vnt,k decomposes as a product up to homeomorphism has arisen 
in the problem of the homotopy classification of Hopf homogeneous paces. The hypothesis 
of indecomposability up to homeomorphism appears in some theorems of Sheerer [9]. It 
appears to be difficult in general to prove indecomposability even up to homeomorphism 
and in particular the cases considered in this paper were unknown. So it seems worthwhile 
t The author is an NSERC University Research Fellow. 
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noting explicitly that since we show that I’,,,, 3 is indecomposable up to homotopy, a fortiori 
it is indecomposable up to homeomorphism. 
Section 1 sets some notation and contains some elementary facts concerning the relative 
Samelson product and the difference construction. Section 2 shows that a decomposition of 
V yields a map from (sphere x Moore space) to V,,,_ 1 2. In Section 3, under the 
h;iLthesis of decomposability we apply the Hopf construction to the map of Section 2 and 
use the stable splitting of V,, 3 to get a stable map between Moore spaces. But the properties 
of this map of Moore spaces are shown to be in conflict with a theorem in [2], so the 
decomposition must not exist. 
1. RELATIVE SAMELSON PRODUCTS AND THE DIFFERENCE CONSTRUCTION 
Let G be a subgroup of a topological group H and let P,,. denote the pullback 
P G.H - PH 
I 
e”O 
I 
% 
G -H 
consisting of paths in H which begin in G. Define the relative Samelson product (G, Pc, H ) : 
G A PG,H-+PG,H by ((G, PG,H)(g A o))(t)=[g, o(t)]. This fails to be a homotopy con- 
struction in the sense that replacing the inclusion map by a homotopic injection might 
change the homotopy class of the map (G, PC,,). Thus a homotopy commutative diagram 
G -H 
I I 
G' - H’ 
does not yield a homotopy commutative diagram of relative Samelson products. Indeed, 
such a diagram does not even yield a well-defined homotopy class of maps from PC,. to 
P G’,H’. So we must be careful to use naturality of the relative Samelson product only when 
dealing with strictly commutative diagrams. If Y is an H-group, the (absolute) Samelson 
product of Y is denoted by ( Y, Y ): Y A Y+ Y. Given mapsf: A-+G and g:B+P,,,, we 
denote the composite (G, PG,.,)o(f A g) by (f, g) and refer to it as the relative Samelson 
product offand g. The same convention is also standard for the Samelson product. This is 
consistent with the Milnor-Moore convention that the name of a space can be used to 
denote the identity map on that space. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (G,P,,,)~(ev, A PC,,) is homotopic to (P,,,, PC,,). 
Proof A homotopy is given by F(o,y,s)(t)= [o(st), y(t)]. n 
If Y=RX,f:A+ Y, and g:B+ Y, then the adjoint of (f, g) is the Whitehead product of7 
and 4, denoted [j’, 41 E [Z.A A B, X], wherefand 4 are the adjoints offand g respectively. It
is the obstruction to extendingfv 0 from CA v CB to CA x CB. 
Given a left basepoint-preserving action of a topological group G on an H-space Y, we 
define the difference map d(G, Y):G A Y+ Y as follows. Let d: G x Y-r Y be defined by bg, y) 
=(g.y)y- ‘. The restriction of d to G v Y is nuU homotopic and since Y is an H-space there 
is a split short exact sequence 
O-+[G A Y, Y]-+[G x Y, Y]+[G v Y, Y]+O. 
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So 2 induces a uniquely determined homotopy class d(G, Y) in [G A Y, Y]. A G-equivariant 
H-map Y-+Z induces a homotopy commutative diagram 
GAY - Y 
I I- 
GAZ - Z 
Givenf:A+G and g:B+ Y we write d(f, g) for the composite d(G, Y)o(f~ g). The definition 
immediately yields the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let the action of G on QY be induced from that on Y. Then d(f, g) E 
[G A A, QY] is the adjoint ofd(f; 4)~ [G A CA, Y], where 4 is the adjoinr of g. n 
Returning to the previous situation, the conjugation action of G on itself, 
91’92 =Ylg2g; l? induces actions on H, PH, P,,,, and on the space of cosets, written 
H/G or H mod G. On the latter space the action agrees with that induced by left multipli- 
cation. The following proposition is immediate from the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. d(G, PG,J=(G, P,,,) in [G A PG,H, P,,,]. n 
If the projection map from H to H/G is a fibration, as in the case where G is a closed 
subgroup of a Lie group H, the canonical projection from P,,, to R(H/G) is a G-equivariant 
H-equivalence. 
2. CONSEQUENCES OF A PRODUCT DECOMPOSITION 
Let n be odd. Suppose Vn+1,3 admits a product decomposition II/: V,,+ 1+3 z A x B with 
A x * and B x *. From cohomology considerations it is easy to see that the only possibility is 
$1 I/n+1,3=S” x vn.2. Let 6 denote the composite S”-+S” x Vn.2cVn+ 1,3. Replacing + by 
another homotopy equivalence if necessary we may assume that ~08~ 1,. and that the 
composite Vn,2 -+S” x V,,2c V, + 1 .3 is homotopic to j, where j and p are the maps in the 
canonical fibration V,,2AV,+1,33S”. Let & and pi denote the maps in the canonical 
!Jk 
fibration Sk-‘-+ V,.,2Sk-‘. The subscript k will generally be omitted when there is no 
ambiguity. Set P&(2) = Sk- ‘ul ek. The extension of /?’ to P”- l(2), which exists since n is odd, 
will be denoted b. Let 8: P”-2(2)+QVn.2 denote the adjoint of /? and set B=jo/? and 
~=O_jofi. The composition of /? and 6 with the inverses of the canonical equivalences 
Po._,,o,=RK,~ and Po..,.o.,,=QK+~., will be written as i? and p respectively. We also 
write CT:S”-‘-&V,+~,~ for the adjoint of 3, and 5 for the composite of o with the 
equivalence with POW_,, om. . 
The purpose of this section is the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. If V,,+1+3zS”x V,,2 then PA+* v&+~:S” v P”+‘(2)-,V,+,,, extends to 
s”xp”+‘(2). 
ProoJ: Let 1+5: V,+,,,zS” x Vn,2. Then $-lo(S” x B) is an extension of 6 v B: 
S” v P”_1(2)-+ v.+ 1.3 to S” x P”- l(2), so 
[8-,B]=O in [X(S”-’ A Pne2(2)), V.,,,,]. 
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Equivalently, 
(CJ, p>=o in [&Y-r A Y2(2), QV”,,,,]. 
Applying the H-equivalence of QV”, 1,3 with Pom_2.0.+, gives 
(5, B)=O in [s”-’ A P”-‘(2), Po~_Z,o~+,]. 
Let i: RV”,,+0,_2 and A: RV,+,,3 40, _ Z denote the “connecting” homomorphisms 
coming respectively from the top and bottom fibrations of the diagram 
on-2 - on - V n.2 
I I I 
i . (*) 
o,-2 - o,+, - V”,,,, 
The diagram shows that A = Ao(SIj). From the definitions, Ao = eu006 in [S”- ‘, O,_ 2]. Thus 
by Proposition 1.1, the equation (5, j) = 0 can be re-interpreted as saying that the relative 
Samelson product (Aa, p) is null. Naturality from diagram * gives (ACT, $) = 
.jT(&a, p)). But 3, is a (split) monomorphism so this implies that 
(Aa, 8) =0 in [S”-r A Pne2(2), Pon_l,o 1. I 
By Proposition 1.3, this is the same as d(Aa, 8,=0, where d is the difference construction 
from the action of O,_, on Po._,,o.. The natural map from Po._,.o. to QV,,, is On_,- 
equivariant, so the naturality of the difference construction gives that 
d(Aa, p)=O in [S”-’ A Pne2(2), CIV,,,]. 
The 0,-z-equivariant map QE2:QV,,,+Q3X2V,,, now shows that 
d(Ao, RE2fi)=0 in [S”-r A Pnm2(2), R3X2V,,,]. 
Applying Proposition 1.2 gives that d(Ao, E@)=O in [S”-’ A P”(2), QZ2V,,,]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Letting O,_, act on V,, 2,2 through its inclusion into O,, there is an O,_ 2- 
equivariant map 4: V,,, *S’ --) V,, 2.2 making the diagram 
V ..2*s1 4J +v n+2.2 
p;*s 
s~-l*sl - 
commute, where the bottom map is a homeomorphism. 
1, Pn+z 
sn+1 
Proof Define 4(x, y, t, z) = ((sin $t)x + (cos $t)z, (sin It)y + (cos $t)iz) where z becomes an 
element of Rn+2 by means of the inclusions S’ c C c R”+2, with @ included as the last two 
components of lR”+ 2. The bottom map is the homeomorphism given by (x, t, z)++(sin ft)x 
+ (cos $t)z. n 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (cont.). The standard equivalence between V”,,*S’ and C2 V”,2 is 
O,_,-equivariant, since the action on both spaces is induced from that on V”,,. Thus 
d(Aa, E@)=O is equivalent o d(Aa, j)=O in [S”-l A (Pne2(2)*S’), Q(V,,,*S’)], where B is 
the adjoint of fl*S’. Using the commutative diagram 
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OF2 xK,,*W - V,,,*S’ 
I ix@ I 4 9 
on x vll+ 2,2 - vn+2,* 
naturality of the difference construction gives 
’ d(iAa, (Q4)($))=@4)(d(Ao, j))=O in [s”-i A (P”-‘(2)*S’), flV,+,,,]. 
The diagram in Lemma 2.2 shows that c$.+ is nonzero on H,, 1( ; E/27), so the composite 
P”(2)4P”_2(2)*S’ B +n(v”,,*S’) n@ ‘RV”+2,2 
is homotopic to /?n+2 or -/I, + 2. Also the map of fibrations 
k-2 - On+, - vn+1.3 
I 
i /I I P 
0” - o,+, - S” 
shows that iA =iiQp, where A:RS +O, is the connecting map of the bottom fibration. 
Using pc? = ls,, this gives iAa = &2po = AE, where E:S”- 1 + RS” is the adjoint of the identity. 
The map iiE, known as the clutching map of the fibration, will be denoted a. Thus we 
conclude that d(a, /3n+2)=0 in [S”-l A P”(2), ClV,,,,, 1. The isomorphism induced by the 
O,-equivariant equivalence PO., on+ 2 x Cl V, + 2,2 takes d(a,B) to d(a, /I), so 
d(a, p)=O in [s”-l A P”(2), Po.,o,+,]. 
By Proposition 1.3, this is equivalent o (a, B) =O, using the relative Samelson product from 
the inclusion 0, c O,, 2. The map of fibrations 
0” - On+1 - S” 
11 I I B 0, - On+2 - vn+2,2 
shows that A = A 0 CID’, so a = EE = ~(Qp’)E. Write fi’ for the adjoint (!@‘)E of p’, and fi’ 
for the composition of /? with the inverse of the canonical equivalence PO”, o, + 2 z R V, + 2, z. 
Since A is homotopic to the composite 
a is homotopic to eo,o/?‘. Thus (a, p)=O implies by Proposition 1.1 that the Samelson 
product (/?‘, p) =0 in [Sn- ’ A P”(2) PO,. om+,]. Applying the H-equivalence Porn. o,+, z 
RV n+2a2 gives that (/?, /I)=0 in [S”-’ A P”(2), RV n + 2,2] or equivalently that [/I’, /?I = 0 in 
[CS”_ 1 A P”(2), v n+2.2]. Thus the obstruction to the desired extension vanishes. m 
3. THE INDECOMPOSABILITY THEOREM 
In this section i:Sk-’ -+Pk(2) and c:Pk(2)+Sk will denote the maps in the cofibration 
sequence Sk - ’ i + P’(2) 4 Sk. Let P’(2) denote the desuspension of the suspension spectrum 
of P2(2). Given f: X+ Y, let C, denote the homotopy-theoretic ofibre of f: 
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THEOREM 3.1. There does not exist a stable map g:Pm(2)+P’(2) having the property that 
Sq” acts nontrivially on H’(C,; H/2Z) ifm# 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16. 
Remark. Such a map is known to exist for the excluded values of m. 
Proof: Suppose that such a map g exists. Set 8= gi and 0 = cgi. Naturality gives that Sq” 
acts nontrivially in H”(Cz Z/2h) so 6 has Arf invariant 1. Thus m must be a power of 2. 
Given a co-H-space X, let 2 denote the sum of the identity with itself in [X, X]. It is well 
known that 2 = iqc in [P”(2), P”(2)], where ~:S”+S”- ’ . IS the nontrivial map in the l-stem. 
(cf. [lo].) So0 = 2cg = cg2 = cgiqc = @c. Thus 6~ is divisible by 2. According to the Adams 
spectral sequence argument of [2, Lemma 6.11 this can happen only for the excluded values 
of m. n 
THEOREM 3.2. There does not exist a map Sm-’ x P”(2)+ I’,,,+ 1,2 extending /I$,+ 1 v fl,,,+ 1 
ifm# 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that f is such a map. Let f =p(Sm-r x i) denote the 
restriction offto S”- l x S”- ‘. Since the map fl:Pm(2)+ V,,,, 1,2 is (2m - 2) connected,f lifts 
to P”(2). Applying the Hopf construction to the rows of 
Sm-l.XSm-l f b P”(2) 
I I 
I S"-'xi I j 
Sm-’ xP”(2) f ) vm+1,2 
yields a commutative diagram 
s2m- 1 
1 B + P”,“(2) 
Ii IV 
P2”(2) g ’ cvm+ 1.2 
LEMMA 3.3. Sq” acts nontrivially on H”(Cg; Z/2Z). 
Proof. As is fairly well known, this follows from the fact thatf extends i v i for more or 
less the same reason that the Hopf construction yields a map of Hopf invariant 1 when 
applied to an H-space multiplication on a sphere. (cf. [ll, pp. 502-5071 or [a].) W 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (cont.). Stably, ZmV,+l,z~~m(Pm(2) v SZm-‘). (See [3] or [7].) 
Composing ZZWg with the stable retract r:X:“(EV,+,,, )+XmPm”(2) and desuspending m
times gives a stable map g which by Lemma 3.3 and naturality has the property described in 
the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. Since this is a contradiction under our present hypothesis on 
m, the map f does not exist. n 
COROLLARY 3.4. V,,,3 does not admit a non-trivial product decomposition up to homotopy 
for m#4, 8, or 16. n 
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